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Abstract 
 
This paper discusses a methodology for quickly 
investigating problem areas in semiconductor 
wafer fabrication factories by creating a model for 
the production area of interest only (as opposed 
to a model of the complete factory operation). All 
other factory operations are treated as �black 
boxes�. Specific assumptions are made to 
capture the effect of reentrant flow. This 
approach allows a rapid response to production 
questions when beginning a new simulation 
project. The methodology was applied to a cycle-
time and capacity analysis of the 
photolithography operation for Siemens� Dresden 
wafer fab. The results of this simulation study are 
presented. 
 
Introduction 
 
Discrete event simulation is an important tool for 
analyzing the characteristics of complex 
manufacturing systems. For semiconductor wafer 
fabrication facilities (fabs), simulation is becoming  
recognized as a way of impacting decision-
making through factory performance analysis. 
Simulation is being used to determine how 
changes in production practices impact wafer 
throughput, tool utilization and cycle time. As in 
all simulation projects, collecting, preparing, 
maintaining, and analyzing data are keys to 
success. 
 
The Siemens Microelectronics Center (SIMEC) in 
Dresden, Germany was in a production ramp-up 
phase and was experiencing large deviations 
from planned cycle times. In some cases, 
particularly in the photolithography and furnace 
operations, these deviations were not clearly 
understood. (See Figure 1) Production 
management decided to use simulation to 
investigate these problem areas. The photo area 
was chosen for deeper investigation because of it 
is the most capital intensive area in the fab and 
this time it was the bottleneck of the line. A 
Dresden project team from production, assisted 
by a technical simulation team from the Munich 
semiconductor headquarters, used Factory 
ExplorerTM to investigate cycle-time issues in the 
photo area. Factory Explorer is a simulation, 
capacity, and cost analysis application from 
Wright, Williams and Kelly that has proven to be 
an effective tool for modeling semiconductor 

operations. The goals of the simulation project 
were to understand the deviation between 
planned and actual cycle time and to make 
recommendations for potential improvements in 
factory performance. 
 
The simulation team suggested first creating a 
model of the entire fab operation, and then 
adding detail to the photo area as needed to 
answer specific questions. Believing that this 
approach would take too much time and the 
understanding of the detail would be not accurate 
enough, the production control management 
preferred to only simulate a small model and 
analyze cycle times within the separate process 
area. Behind this decision was also the request 
to clearly understand the single operation first, 
then the process area, and finally the whole 
factory. Management wanted a quick 
implementation to correct the current situation, 
and requested that attention be focused only on 
the immediate problem area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: The problem area as a part of the fab  
 
Therefore, it was decided to model only the photo 
process area. Additional justification for this 
decision came from the knowledge that the 
factory was in a production ramp. Since the 
situation was continuously changing, the input 
data for the model would need constant updating 
throughout the investigation. To insure that 
findings remained valid over time, the model 
needed to be kept current. The smaller, single-
area, photo model would certainly require less 
effort to update than would a full factory model. 
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Model, Methodology, Assumptions 
 
Modeling of semiconductor wafer fabrication, 
however, is somewhat complex because of the 
reentrant nature of the process flow (see Figure 
2). In a typical fab, each wafer lot revisits the 
photo operation 15 to 25 times, with visits to 
other operations in between. The challenge for 
the simulation team was to create this photo-only 
model and somehow capture the effects of the 
reentrant flow. 
 

 
Figure 2: Reentrant flow in semiconductor manufacturing 
 
To meet this challenge, a model was developed 
in which only the operations related to the photo 
area were fully described. Between each visit to 
photo, all other operations were assigned to one 
�dummy� step with a single piece of processing 
equipment. This �dummy tool� had an infinite 
number of servers. Part of a typical process flow 
is shown in Figure 3. Each dummy �operation� 
assigned a process time and a delay time based 
on averages of historical data retrieved from the 
WorkstreamTM manufacturing execution system. 
 
N# rework operation tool

1 Start a lot - to Photo level 1 dummy
2 Photo level 1 stepper cluster
3 CD line measurement CD measure tool 

rework1 rework loop wet etch wet etch bank
rework2 rework inspection microscope

4 Overlay measurement OVLAY measure tool 
rework1 rework loop wet etch wet etch bank
rework2 rework inspection microscope

5 Inspection Floodlight microscope
6 Inspection Microscope microscope

rework1 rework loop wet etch wet etch bank
rework2 rework inspection microscope

7 Photo level 1 to Photo level 2 dummy
8 Photo level 2 stepper cluster
9 CD line measurement CD measure tool 

rework1 rework loop wet etch wet etch bank
rework2 rework inspection microscope

10 Overlay measurement OVLAY measure tool 
rework1 rework loop wet etch wet etch bank
rework2 rework inspection microscope

11 Inspection Floodlight microscope
12 Inspection Microscope microscope

rework1 rework loop wet etch wet etch bank
rework2 rework inspection microscope

13 UV Harden Hardener
14 Photo level 2 to Photo level 3 dummy
15 Photo level 3 stepper cluster  

 
Figure 3: Organization of process flow 

All process steps from lot release to the first entry 
into the photo area were combined into one 
dummy step in the simulation model. A mean 
process time for this dummy step was first 
determined by summing all raw process times of 
the actual production steps. A queue time, or 
delay time, was then calculated and added to this 
dummy step (as if it were part of the process 
time). The queue-time calculation multiplies the 
raw process time of each step by a lead time 
factor (multiplier-of-theoretical-cycle-time factor). 
The lead time factor was derived from historical 
data provided by the production group. The lead 
time factors used in the model correspond to the 
real flow factors achieved in the factory. The 
resulting queue time also includes travel times 
between operations. If adequate process time 
information for a particular process step was not 
available, estimates from the planning 
department were used. 
 
The same procedure was used for the process 
steps between each subsequent photo operation. 
To account for variability in the reentrance into 
the different photo levels, different lead time 
factors were assigned for different product 
groups. Dummy step process times were drawn 
from a triangular distribution. To help decrease 
the model-building time, products with similar 
process routes were modeled as one product 
group, or family, at the appropriate combined 
wafer start rate. 
 
Based on the factory�s historical scrap rate, the  
average scrap rate for the step was assigned to 
each operation within the photo process area. 
Within each �black box� the number of scrapped 
wafers as a sum of the combined steps was 
assigned to the dummy step. Rework was 
modeled only for the photo steps and was based 
on the actual historical rework rate. No significant 
rework occurs outside of the photo area. Travel 
times within the photo area were not simulated 
because this area was not a concern of 
management and the additional detail would add 
no value to the analysis. 
 
The model was validated against production 
department output reports from the 
WorkstreamTM system for recent reporting 
periods. Comparison between actual reports of 
photo equipment utilization from the fab and from 
the model showed an accuracy of 90%. Photo 
area cycle time comparisons showed the model 
to be 97% accurate when compared to actual fab 
data. 
 
Next, a detailed study was done to understand 
the reasons for deviations between planned and 
actual cycle times and to make recommendations 
for improving factory performance. 
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Results of the study 
 
Data Analysis 
One of the direct benefits of applying discrete-
event simulation in the factory is that data errors 
and opportunities for improving data collection 
are often uncovered. In this case, a detailed 
analysis of the input data for the simulation model 
resulted in a new formula for calculating cluster 
tool process times. (A cluster tool is illustrated in 
Figure 4.) The demand for a new way to calculate 
the times came from the manner in which the 
data was being used in the simulation model. The 
time study department was using lot-based times 
that did not account for several important 
influences and, therefore, were providing 
inaccurate calculations for equipment throughput 
and utilization. Photo cluster process times are 
now calculated based on type of product, batch 
size, number of shots per photo level, and 
exposure intensity. This gives a main clock time 
per wafer within the stepper and provides a much 
improved calculation for the industrial engineers. 
 

Stepper

Coater

Developer

Load Time

Unload Time

Main Clock

Process Time = Load Time + Unload Time + (# of Wafer * Shot Time per Wafer) 

Time
per Shot

� Formula reflects the process time depending on numbers of wafer per batch
� Variable time based on different stepper type
� Variable time based on different products and layer level

Load
Lock

 
 
Figure 4: Photo cluster tool process time calculation 
 
The new formula has been proven to provide 
much more accurate output. It has subsequently 
been accepted for throughput calculation by the 
industrial engineering department and also by the 
stepper equipment manufacturer. 
 
Stepper dedication 
The photo manager was employing a stepper 
dedication policy based on both technological 
and logistical reasons. Some steppers, for 
example, were dedicated to the most advanced 
photo processes. Others were dedicated in an 
attempt to keep a balanced inventory flow to 
each machine. Simulation runs suggested that 
under current process times and product volumes 
a new dedication plan for the steppers would be 
beneficial. The model showed a 7.5 % increase 
in throughput due to this change. 
 
The new dedication scheme has been introduced 
into the shop floor. Two stepper cluster tools are 
dedicated to test and evaluation lots and to new 
products (which usually need more engineering 
attention). For operations with long process 
times, additional tools are dedicated. The 
remaining steppers are available to run any 

product and process.  Setup changes are made 
as inventory demands. 
 
Dispatch analysis 
The stepper cluster tool allows the operator to 
load as many as four lots per process run at an 
certain photolithography level. Existing operating 
policy (dispatch rules were priority lots first, then 
critical ratio, while following strict setup 
avoidance) caused the operator to normally run 
smaller batches than this. In practice, 70% of the 
time high-volume products were being loaded 
with only two lots per run. Only 10% of all runs 
had three or four lots per batch. 
 
A �force full batch� rule was applied to the 
simulation model, which allowed the operator to 
take lots that were further down in the dispatch 
list in the interest of processing a full batch. This 
change slightly increased the variation of cycle 
times, but resulted in a higher throughput at the 
equipment. This allowed an increase in wafer 
start rates with no corresponding increase in 
average cycle times. An additional throughput 
increase was achieved by relaxing the setup 
avoidance policy so that a setup would be 
allowed if it resulted in a full batch. The model 
indicated a 10.5% increase in throughput from 
these changes in strategy. As shown in Figure 5, 
relaxing the setup avoidance policy is only 
beneficial when operating under the �force full 
batch� rule. Otherwise, the small batch sizes 
cause significant cycle time increases. Photo 
management has since implemented this 
recommendation. 
 

Cycle Time Over RPT vs. Wafer Starts
at different Dispatch Rules and Setup Policy

Release Rate (Units Per Week)

Cycle Time 
Over RPT

normal batch 
setup allowed

normal batch 
setup avoidance

full batch
setup allowed

full batch 
setup avoid

 
Figure 5: Impact of dispatch rules changes 
 
 
What-If-Scenarios  
The Dresden photo team has been working on 
rework reduction since fab start-up. The 
simulation model was used to help them measure 
the potential impact of success in this area and to 
set specific goals for reducing the rework 
percentage. After using existing rework 
percentages in the base model, several specific 
scenarios were run to determine the impact of 
achieving reduced rework rates. Figure 6 shows 
an example of potential improvements in 
throughput and cycle time. A reduction of 25% of 
the actual rework rate would lead to a 17% cycle 
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time reduction, while eliminating all rework would 
reduce cycle time by up to 40%. Additionally, 
such improvements help reduce the cost per 
wafer. 
 

Rework as Cycle Time Constraint
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Figure 6: Impact of rework reductions on CT and Throughput 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
This study has shown the feasibility of simulating 
a single process area out of the whole fabrication 
complex and getting measurable 
recommendations for implementation. This 
methodology permits a more focused model to be 
built in the same time required to build a larger, 
less detailed model. The focused model is also 
easier to update, and allows a quicker reaction to 
specific factory problems (see Figure 7). 
 

Model Detail: Quality vs. Effort
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Figure 7: Relationship between the effort to build the model 
and the quality of results 
 
A very important benefit of this project has been 
an increased understanding of the photo 
operations by all people involved: operators, 
process engineers, and managers. There is an 
increased knowledge of how the area functions 
and what mechanisms have the most influence. 
After pointing out the immense benefit of rework 
reduction, for example, the focus on reducing 
rework at critical photo levels is even stronger 
than before. Having more emphasis on details in 
the photo model allows fast investigation of 
problems in the line and easy updating of 
requested data. The simulation team believes 
that some findings would not have been detected 
if a full fab model had been constructed. 
 

The Dresden fab has been able to increase 
available capacity by 15% with no increase in 
overall cycle time. Directly attributing this impact 
to the simulation team�s recommendations is 
difficult because an aggressive production ramp 
and a variable product mix have created a 
constantly-changing factory over the relevant 
time period. In general, however, the authors feel 
that the implementation of this work has made a 
significant contribution to obtaining a higher 
throughput for the photo production area.  
 
The success of this project has led to a factory-
wide acceptance of the benefits of simulation. 
The Dresden site has since formed its own 
simulation team for continued analysis. The plan 
is for this team to add detailed models of each 
process area, ultimately leading to a model of the 
full fab. The team believes that a better 
understanding of each single process operation 
will lead to a much better understanding of the 
entire fab production process.  
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